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Cutting Back the Camphor Tree
by Gwynn O’Gara
Come fall, we prune the tips shading
C u t t in g Bac k the C a m p h o r Tree

the solar panels, the branches
shadowing the lawn.
I hate pruning, but I know it helps
the plant, child, self
stay healthy and keep bearing.
No ordinary tree, the camphor.
Year 'round leaves fall as new ones sprout,
like him and me mostly always trying
the strange mismanagement of marriage.
He's good at cutting.
When one of us covers the path or
takes up too much space,
he clips us back with blade or tongue.
I'm good at leaning into the sun,
leafing, spreading.
One year I dropped too many leaves,
brown curls of solitude.
It was a tough summer,
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and it wasn't just the rats
hoarding seeds in the insulation;
it was us wanting different things.
Togetherness apartness—
he baited traps; I emptied them,
starting with the head honchos,
big mamas, giants as long as
their tails, dwindling with each
corpse to mousie size.
I bleached the floors; we
vacuumed the mess, crawled
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under the house and decks,
and closed up entries.

C u t t in g Bac k th e C a m p h o r Tree

What had entered us?
He saws a thick branch.
We breathe the scent
of tiger balm and cardamom
and the healing sweat
of doing good work together,
raising a son together.
The last California Sister flickers
past, speckled white on black
with orange dots, looking for
a leaf or stem to hold her eggs,
that won't be pruned or drop,
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that will be here in the spring.
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